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The Chandra project is one of the most 
ambitious efforts to explain the universe. 
The telescope will remain in orbit at least 
I ive years,- and may help locate and define 
"dark matter," a mysterious substance 
thought to provide the gravity that holds 
galaxy clusters together 

Thanks to space exploration, scientists' 
understanding of the universe in which we 
live is growing at incredible rales. Although 
scientists and theologians caution that 
space missions neither prove nor disprove 
the existence of God, they certainly are wor
thy of believers'attention. 

Century of discovery 
Most Americans remember the Apollo 

missions to the moon or at least have seen 
Tom Hanks in the movie "Apollo 13." Many 
people even remember where they were 
whervNeil Armstrong took that first step 
on the moon July 20, 1969. Eleven astro
nauts since have walked on the moon. 

Subsequent space missions have kept 
people riveted, though perhaps to a lesser 
degree. 

In July 1997, Pathfinder landed on Mars 
and sent out the little robot, Sojourner. 
Area residents packed Rochester's Strasen-
burgh Planetarium, the region's only siz
able public planetarium, in July 1997 to 
watch the mission on large TV screens, re
called Sieve Fentress, planetarium director. 

"There is a feeling of participation, of be
ing close the edge of exploration" because 
such satellite television programs and In
ternet enable us to watch the events unfold, 
Fentress said. 

In this decade NASA has mounted about 
130 missions, Fentress noted. Of those, 
nearly 100 are currently in operation, or 
under study and development. Among 
those being considered is a return trip to 
Mars. 

"This century, knowledge and science 
has created enormous technology and has 
made us do unprecedented things," ob
served Yervant Terzian, former chairman 
of the Department of Astronomy and 
Space Sciences at Ithaca's Cornell Univer
sity. "We discover more and more every 
day." 

Two of the biggest discoveries this cen
tury, he noted, were by American as
tronomer Edwin Hubble — for whom die 
Hubble Space Telescope was named — and 
Albert Einstein. Hubble discovered that 
galaxies were flying away from us and from 
each other; Einstein's general theory of rel
ativity indicated the universe was expand
ing, and thereby also predicted that space-
lime had a single beginning, the theory 
now called the "big bang." 

How? Why? 
Yet in spite of the growing mass of dis

coveries, fundamental questions remain 
- about the universe. 

Why are we here? 
Where did we come from? 
What is our future? 
Ultimately, Fentress said, certain ques-
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tions must be answered by each individual 
for him or herself.. 

"I like to say science deals with those 
parts of the world that are the same for 
everybody," he said. "That doesn't mean it 
answers all die questions people have in 
getting through a life. Putting it into your 
own view of what is significant in life is your 
responsibility. We don't claim to do thau. . . 
Our job as an institution that does science 
education is to show what die physical evi
dence is." 

Terzian summed up the significance of 
such physical_evidence. 

"I diink the most important thing is we 
realize the universe is (potentially) explain
able, even though we don't know exactly 
how it began," he said. "We can explain — 
in principle — the universe as of about a sec
ond after it began, to now." 

Clues can be found in various emissions 
from objects in space. Traveling billions of 
light-years, these emissions talce eons to 
reach telescopes on earth and positioned 
in space. Thus, scientists actually are look
ing back in time when they view these clues 
with telescopes. 

Further, research has shown the universe 
behaves according to laws — gravitational, 
electromagnetic and nuclear. Research also 
is coming closer to pinpointing the age of 
the universe. It currently is believed to be 
12-15 billion years old, and Chandra may 
help scientists narrow that range even fur
ther. 

Terzian said space exploration, with the
oretic work, proves that the universe 
evolved and is expanding. 

"What is important is we know it began 
rather than existed forever," he said. 

Some scientists currently believe that the 
universe will continue to expand, whereas 
others predict that it eventually will collapse 
back to its starting point. 

"We don't know which model is correct," 
Terzian said. But thanks to Chandra and 
other telescopes, the answer may come 
within five years. 

Terzian was cautious in expressing his 

personal belief that the universe is likely to 
stop its expansion and recollapse. 

"Science is about doubt," he said. "In sci
ence we doubt everything. When we find 
our predictions are not good enough we 
make new theories and test those. Science 
advances by correcting our mistakes, so to 
speak. Till one day we may have a theory of 
everything, a T.O.E." 

A "T.O.E." probably would please many 
of the adults Fentress meets as planetarium 
director. Children, he said, want to know 
earth's chances of being hit by an asteroid 
and when the sun will burn out. But adults 
"seem a little more interested in finding 
serenity." 

Being serene about the universe was easy 
until this century. People believed that al
though they would age and die, the uni
verse would not, the noted physicist/as
tronomer Stephen Hawking wrote in his 
1988 book, A Brief History of Time. And they 
took comfort in the thought that the world 
stays the same. Then came evidence of the 
big bang and of an expanding universe. 

"In an unchanging universe a beginning 
in time is something that has to be imposed 
by some being outside the universe; there 
is no physical necessity for a beginning," 
Hawking wrote. But if the universe is ex
panding, he added, there might be physical 
reasons for a beginning. 

"An expanding universe does not pre
clude a creator," he wrote, "but it does place 
limits on when he might have carried out 
hisjob!" 

Something from nothing 
The logic of big-bang theories does not 

require the existence of a creator, acknowl
edged Jesuit Father David Toolan, associ
ate e'ditor of America magazine and a writer 
on science and religion. 

"\fou can't make any direct theological 
inferences," observed the priest, who holds 
a doctorate in philosophical theology. "Cer
tainly nobody in die church is naive about 
that anymore." 

Yet he finds it fascinating that over a pe
riod of 12 billion years the expansion rate 
of the universe, the evolution of stars and 
various other forces came together in ex
actly the correct way to allow human life to 
begin. 

"It's almost as if— and scientists hate this 
idea — life was programmed from the be
ginning," Father Toolan said. "Scientists get 
nervous because it gets too close to religion. 
It isn't random. It is the most precise thing 
you can imagine." « 

In assuming, for example, that a universe 
with no actual beginning eliminates the 
need for a creator God, Hawking and oth-
er scientists have misunderstood the doc
trine of creation, the priest said. 

"The doctrine of creation has more to 
do with why is diere something raUrer dian 
nothing," he said. 

Likewise, if there is life on other planets, 
Father Toolan said, "I don't think it should 
bother Catholics one iota. It bothers people 
who take the Bible literally, and Catholics 
don't. We don't think the book of Genesis 
is (intended) to tell us science or astrono-
my. 

Pope John Paul II also made this point to 

a group of scientists meeting Oct. 3, 1981, 
at Castelgandolfo. 

"The Bible itself speaks to us of the ori
gin of the universe and its makeup, not in 
order to provide us with a scientific trea
tise, but in order to state the correct rela
tionships of man wiUi God and with the 
universe," die pope said. The Bible "does 
not wish to teach how heaven was made but 
how one goes to heaven." 

'Wondrous diversity' 
If space exploration poses no threat to 

Catholics' understanding of creation, why 
should they pay particular attention to on
going developments? 

Father Toolan answered diat question in 
a talk he gave Nov. 10, 1996, at a U.S. bish
ops' science workshop. His topic was "Why 
Care About Cosmology?" 

He posited three reasons, to care: 
• Because Catholic faidi and liturgy are 

"sensuously bound to the symbolism of fire, 
air, eardi and water... Contemporary cos
mology can inject new life into our sacra
mental theology. We somehow lost sight of 
Aquinas' diesis that it takes die wondrous 
diversity of a whole universe to manifest the 
goodness of God. Paying attention to de
velopments in scientific cosmology will 
help us regain our senses." 

• "(Because you care about the glory of 
God—which the heavens and die earth de
clare. ... The Creator of 50 billion galaxies 
across 300 billion light years of expanding 
space cannot be a small tribal or household 
god, much less one devoted to feeding the 
consumer desires of our small personali
ties. 

• And because God's comprehensive 
"rainbow covenant" with Noah means God 
cares for all of creation — not just us hu-
mans. 

The suggestion dial "from the very be
ginning, 50 billion galaxies have been 
silendy working toward us, having nq oth
er purpose than to produce us, sounds like 
an invitation to self-inflation — anthro-
pocentrism gone berserk," Father Toolan 
said. 

He noted that if the universe's history 
were collapsed into one year, human histo
ry would fit into die last 10 seconds and 
Christ would have appeared two seconds 
ago. 

Fortunately, the first photographs of 
earth uhat die Apollo missions produced 
helped to reinforce a global view of human 
life, he told die Courier. 

"It's contributed to diis sense of being on 
a fragile and beautiful planet that we ought 
to take care of," he said, 

The latest study of our origins, h^ said, 
"enhances consciousness of how embedded 
human beings are in a network of energy 
systems drat stretch from the black depths 
of galactic space down to the plant chloro-
plasts swimming in our cells." 

Further, he stated, "without star energy, 
without those cellular chloroplasts, we 
could neither breath, move a muscle or 
think a drought. 

"If you want a body of overwhelming ev
idence drat we are one body with die eardi 
and die heavens, contemporary cosmolo
gy and biology will give it to you." 
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Announcements 

ADOPTIONS The Catholic 
Courier does not publish adop
tion advertising. To obtain a list 
of agencies that serve birth 
mothers and adoptive parents, 
call 716-328-4340. Agencies 
wishing to be included on this 
list may send information to the 
Catholic Courier. 

Miscellaneous 

MUSIC LESSONS 
Piano, Organ, Accordion, 

Keyboard. All ages welcome. 
Call Martin 266-6337 

Musical Instruments 

HAMMOND: organ, oak, H-
100 series, tone wheel, many 
features, excellent cond., 
$950.00. 716-586-7635 

Ceiling Repair 

TEXTURED/SWIRLED CEIL
INGS: 9' x 12' ceiling only $59! 
Water damage, drywall, plaster 
repairs. Any size patches or 
repairs. Quality work; reason
able prices. 716-392-5076. 

Home Improvement Landscaping & Lawncare 

CARPENTRY: Handyman ser
vice. Will do odd jobs. No job 
too small. Call Ken 
716-247-8785. 

All home and building 
maintenance/repairs. Painting, 

carpentry, masonry, 
driveway sealing, basement 
windows, power-washing. 

All types repairs, NYS certified. 
Serving all areas. Al Meyvis Jr. 

392-4435 or 323-2876 
Small jobs welcome -

All types of lawn repair. 
Landscape design & planning. 
Concrete sidewalks & patios. 

In ground pools filled. 
Cerretto's Landscape 

247-6790 

Masonry 

MASONRY Repair : steps, 
sidewalks, basements walls! 
Repaired,' painted, etc. 
Reasonable. 35 years exp. 
716-323-1007, Al Meyvis, Sr. 

Moving & Hauling 

K-D Moving & 
Storage, Inc. 
Experience in office, 
household moving and 
?tc!tvcrKA, 

Blear Small Wr do Hum ML' 

473*610/47*4357 
2S Arlington St. Rochester NY 14607 

N Y D O T M 6 5 7 

Painting & Wallcovering 

AL MEYVIS, JR: Exterior/int. 
painting. Basement walls 
repaired/painted. All types of 
repairs. NYS Certified 
392-4435. 

Travel 

Uon King • Toronto-Year 2000 

ChrtitmM iiBniitton iV/MliaWSS 

"Chriiiiina^ 
w/Radio City Christmas Show 
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